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 See All Her Faces
 Dusty picture without a wig?
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bobbie
I start counting

USA
75 Posts

Posted - 17/06/2008 :  17:30:14    

Anyone have any shots of La Dust au naturel?????????

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 18/06/2008 :  00:44:10  

Hi Bobbie - welcome!

I guess you've seen Dusty 'au naturel' singing 'Sandra' in the America
thread (1st post). Thanks for reviving the thread - I read through it
tonight because of you.

Check 'Some Dusty Photos' - this humble title covers a great archive of
images including Dusty without hair paraphanalia and she looks great.
It may take a little while to find them but all the images are great
(some are very rare) - it's a great thread. 

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Edited by - memphisinlondon on 18/06/2008 00:44:54

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 18/06/2008 :  02:06:55  

Bobbie, I am not sure of the exact date but..I think you'll find that
Dusty stopped wearing wigs/pieces in the years after the 1960's.
Though continued coloring and teasing until the end.

paula x

allherfaces
Administrator

USA

Posted - 18/06/2008 :  02:14:09    

I always assumed that it was all her hair after the 80s but Simon told
me that some of what looked natural was not always, and that her hair
had been damaged by years of coloring, ratting, etc. Also, Tim's friend
who was at Dusty Day--Stephen the wigmaker--said to me if you can't
tell it's a wig, that means it's a good wig.

So, maybe there's more mystery here than we think.

I also think there are some 60s picks with just Dusty's hair, though,
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14235 Posts and certainly the one in our banner from her at Pat's wedding is one.

Bosseh

I'll put your pictures all around my wall
I'll build a tower of love that won't fall
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